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Abstract - In every election ,he election commission is facing a
lot of troubles and different type of problems throughout the
election. The most familiar issue faced by the election
commission is inappropriate confirmation with respect to the
arrangement of casting the votes, duplication or illegal casting
of votes. In this paper, a secure and new voting system is
developed to improve the existing voting system using iris
recognition. Iris one of the most secure biometric of person
identification. The main goal of this article is to avoid
duplication of casting votes.
Key Words: - Iris, Recognition, Data mining ,feature
extraction algorithms, matching.
1. INTRODUCTION
Voting System is the government election processes in every
democratic nation. Democracy is to allow people to vote on
their interest and it is right of every individual of a
democratic nation. The democratic government depends on
the results of the election.
Today’s world is an era of internet and technology, internet
and electronics are increasing day by day. It is unavoidable
to upgrade the traditional voting system and protect the
security of it. The main intention of this article is to develop a
new idea about voting system and also ensure security of it.
To safeguard the security of voting system, We use iris
recognition in proposed system. Iris recognition is used
since it is highly unique, stable, cannot be duplicated and
easily captured.
Many types of voting system have been used around the
world. Paper ballot voting system is an old and unsecure
voting system where it is possible to fling multiple votes
from same person. It runs to fling the vote with a ballot
paper and a stamp.
Issue ballot

Check
voters list

paper
voting

Fig. 1. Traditional voting system
In electronic voting system, the process of election data is
recorded, stored and preceded as digital information .
Electronic voting system is used to fling vote as well as
counting number of votes . Electronic voting system using
solar power is shown in fig. 2. The electronic voting system
uses AVISPA technique.
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Fig. 2. Electronic voting system
Security is the important aspect of existing voting systems.
There is a lot of chances for fake voting. Nowadays some
politicians are following illegal method to succeed in the
election. The traditional paper ballot and electronic voting
systems need more manpower. These existing systems are
more time consuming and also slow. In the proposed system
we use Iris pattern. Hence proposed system is secure than
the existing system
2. RELATED WORK
In this Section we have studied few papers which show that
data mining has a strong connection towards the collection
of images and data required for the biometric voting system.
A survey of Existing models/Work
1. Anil K. Jain(2019),Michigan State University: This paper
tells the science of automatically identifying individuals
based on their physiological or behavioral characteristics
2. Emma New ham(2014):Biometric as well as password
security to voter is provided using cryptography and
stenography. The main purpose of this system is to provide
proper authentication of voter for voting system
3. A.Stoney(2001):to fling a vote, a voter has to enter the
personal identification number and a secret key and along
with this fingerprint is also required on the sensor. The
system generates a cover image and embed secret key into it
to generate a stego image. Now the stego image is sent to the
server ,at server side optical recognition character technique
is used after reading this ,the server will find the individuals
from the datasets.
4. Sobia Biag(2016)COMSATS University Islamabad: The
proposed filter based algorithm uses a bank of
Gaborfiltertocapture both local and global details in a
fingerprint as compact fixed length finger code.
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5. Sonia Hof(2008)University of Linz ,Austria: In this paper
biometrics is used to identify individuals using face ,iris,
retina, palm-print ,etc.

4.4. TECHNIQUES APPROACHED:

6. Shanu Agarwal(2018): In this the system uses thumb
impression for voter identification. The fingerprint is
matched with the database if a match is available the person
is permitted to fling a vote.

4.4.1 Image acquisition

3. DATASETS

Iris recognition process consists of five major steps they are:

4.4.2 Segmentation
4.4.3 Normalization
4.4.4 Feature extraction

Before creating the database, All that have to be done is to
collect the appropriate data sets from the user. It takes the
following process.
A. Collect various iris images of the entire citizen using
the CASIA database.
B. Collect the details of the parties who are all
participating in the election process.
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The main intention of the article is to develop a new idea
about voting system and also ensure the security of the
system. To ensure the security of the voting system iris
recognition is used in the proposed system. The concept of
iris recognition is used since every individual has a unique
iris. The image of iris can be easily captured. The two main
stages are iris verification and iris identification. Iris
verification verifies the identity of a person while iris
identification establish the identity of the person.
4.1. RELATED CONCEPTS:

4.4.5 Matching
4.4.1 IMAGE ACQUISITION:
The image of an iris cannot be acquired by camera as it is
small in size and also because of the light reflection in the
camera. Hence acquiring good image has some difficulties.
We are using CASIA(Institute of Automation Chinese
Academy of Sciences)iris image database version 4.0.
4.4.2 SEGMENTATION:
Here we use Hough transformation for Segmentation. The
edge detection technique is used before the Hough transform
is applied and canny edge detector is used for image
extraction. the first step is to find out all the edges in the iris
to detect inner and outer boundary of the iris.
A circle is drawn at each edge of iris which has been found
earlier with center at the point and with radius needed. Xaxis is a value ,y-axis is b value, and z-axis is radius.

The voting system has to be improved in order to avoid the
duplication of votes and voting by an unauthorized person
without proper verification.
4.2. FRONT END
It collects the details such as candidate information ,iris
image, and sends the details to the PHP to access the results
from database. Front end is designed using HTML, CSS, Java
Scripting languages.
4.3. BACK END

Original image

using edge detector

SERVER :It collects the details from the front end
DATA BASE :
1)

Collect the iris image of all the citizens iris image is
collected from CASIA database.

2)

Collect the details of the candidates who are competing
in the election

After Hough Transform
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4.4.3 IRIS NORMALIZATION:

5. ARCHITECTURE:

Dough man’s rubber sheet model is used for normalization
of iris. The segmented iris is converted from Cartesian to
polar coordinates.

4.4.4 FEATURE EXTRACTION:
In this 1D log Gabor Wavelet is used to create a template
representing pattern information.
Feature extraction is implemented by the normalized iris
pattern which has been convoluted with 1D loggaborwavelet. First step of the process is breaking down of
the 2D normalized iris pattern into number of 1D signal.
Each row corresponds to a circular ring on iris region[14].

6. RESULT OF SEGMENTATION:

After encoding the process produces a bitwise template with
a number of bits of information, a noise mask that
communicate the area which are corrupted within the iris
pattern and mark the corrupted bits .

Circle iris and circle pupil is used to calculate the
segmentation value of iris image, this can be done using
Hough transform .

4.4.5 MATCHING:
In this article matching is done using hamming distance.
hamming distance of to templates is calculated by shifting
one template left and right bitwise. The successive shifts are
used in calculating number of hamming distance

images in the database has been segmented accurately.
Only sum of the images in database cannot be segmented
accurately.

7. RESULT OF MATCHING:
There are total of 54,607 iris images are present in the
CASIA-Iris V4 which were collected from more than 1800
genuine subjects and 1000 from virtual subjects. The main
advantage of CASIA database is that it does not produce any
light reflection. The image can viewed clearly .
8. CONCLUSION:
There is a constant increase in the population of our nation
day to day, therefore improvement in the voting system is a
mandatory thing. Even though there are many biometric
techniques we have implemented iris recognition concept
for providing high accuracy and this technique also reduces
time required. And the important use of this is there is no
chance of invalid vote.
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